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Abstract—In this paper, the spectrum leasing in Cognitive
Radio Networks (CRN) based on property-right model is ad-
dressed when a single Primary User (PU) coexists with multiple
Secondary Users (SU). In this model, the PU as the spectrum
owner allows the SU to use a portion of the spectrum band in
exchange for providing cooperative relaying service. We propose
a novel game theoretic model, where the PU is able to monitor
the behavior of the SUs in terms of cooperation. Using the
proposed credit-based mechanism, the PU will be notified about
any dishonest action of the SUs after they utilized the spectrum
access, therefore the PU may decide not to select the fraudulent
SUs in the next time slots. The proposed accumulative cooperative
credit keeps the record of the portion of power is used by each SU
to perform the relaying service. In each round, the PU observes
the SUs’ credit and selects a reliable one with a relatively good
channel condition.

Index Terms- Spectrum leasing, cognitive radio networks,
cooperative communications, Stackelberg Game.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing number of users in contemporary
communication systems, the demand for spectrum is growing
very fast. However, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion’s (FCC) Technical report [1] shows that a considerable
portion of spectrum remains unused over time. This suggests
that the traditional fixed spectrum allocation techniques are
not efficient. Thereby, the concept of cognitive networking is
recognized as a promising solution to provide the chance of
access to the licensed spectrum by the unlicensed users, while
the spectrum is not occupied by the Primary Users (PU) [2],
[3].

Two general approaches to cognitive radio networks are
common models and property-right models. In common mod-
els, the Primary User (PU) is oblivious to the existence of the
Secondary Users (SUs). The SUs monitor the licensed band to
capture the holes (idle frequency bands) in the spectrum not
utilized by the PUs. This method is sensitive to the deployed
spectrum sensing, since an untimely spectrum access by the
secondary users may deteriorate the underlying interference
management scheme and severely impact the PU performance.
Therefore, this approach is not suitable for practical coexis-
tence of networks.

On the other hand, in the property-right models, the PU
willingly allocates some part of the licensed spectrum to the
SUs in exchange for relaying service [4]. This technique
brings about the efficient spectrum utilization while benefits
both the primary and secondary users. The cooperative packet
transmission enhances the PU’s throughput, specially when
there is no reliable direct link between the primary transmitter
and its target receiver. In return, the SUs obtain the chance
to access to a part of the spectrum. According to the NSF
workshop report, introducing novel frameworks to improve
the dynamic spectrum utilization based on the property-right
models is highly encouraged [5].

A spectrum leasing scheme is proposed in [6], where a
PU allocates the channel to the users of a secondary ad hoc
network for a fraction of time, and the secondary network
in return cooperates in forwarding the PU’s packets using
distributed space-time coding technique. A Stackelberg game
model is used in this model, where the PU selects the fractions
of time to be used for transmissions of the primary and network
of the secondaries as well as the time for cooperative services,
with the objective of maximizing its own transmission rate. In
the next stage, the secondaries that all transmit simultaneously
compete with one another to set the optimal power allocation
which results in a highest transmission rate.

A priced-based game model for spectrum leasing is pro-
posed in [7], where the time allocation and also the price of
spectrum are set by the PU, while the selected SU may increase
its transmission rate by optimizing its transmission power. In
[8], a cognitive radio network consisting of a single primary
and a single secondary nodes is considered and a reputation-
based Stackelberg game model is proposed in which the
primary and secondary jointly decide about the time allocation
of the spectrum. This model accounts for energy efficiency and
fairness to optimally split the time into three phases: i) PU
transmission, ii) cooperative relaying and iii) SU transmission.

In the previous reported work, it is assumed that the SUs
are trustable in the sense that they use the same power for
transmissions of their own packets as well as cooperative
packet transmission for the PU [6], [7], [9], [10]. However,
this assumption may be violated in reality as cooperation is
not an inherent characteristic of the cognitive users and they
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prefer to save their limited available resources for their own
packet transmission. In other word, although after granting the
spectrum access, the SUs are supposed to treat the received
packets from the primary similar to their own packets and
forward them with an acceptable power, they may deviate from
this rule and assign a low power to relay the PU’s packet and
reserve the remaining power for their individual transmission.

In this paper, we consider a cognitive radio network with
a single PU and N SUs. The contribution of this work is
assigning a cooperative credit to each SU that keeps up a
record of its performance in cooperation with the PU. The
cooperative credit is increased upon honest performance of the
SU in relaying the PU’s packet with an acceptable power. The
cooperative credit of a SU is decreased if it allocates a lower
power than expected to cooperative relaying. The proposed
model provides the opportunity of recognizing the reliable SUs
for the PU.

Another contribution of this paper is that although the
proposed game is a one-shot Stackelberg game, however it
has the characteristic of monitoring cooperative behavior of
players over the time. Therefore, the proposed game represents
the important property of repeated games to enforce the players
to obey the game rules and prevent selfish misbehavior, while it
only saves the cooperative credit parameter of the SUs rather
than keeping the whole history of the SUs’ actions over all
rounds of the game. Hence, the novel proposed reputation-
based one-shot game is simpler and faster than repeated games
and requires considerably less memory.

It is worth noting that the proposed model notably reduces
the signaling overhead in selecting the secondary relays com-
pared to previously reported work. In [6], at each time slot the
secondary relays are selected from all available SUs noting
their channel quality. This requires knowing the channel con-
ditions for all secondary users and performing an exhaustive
search over all 2N possible subsets of the SUs. This imposes
a heavy signaling and considerable latency to the systems that
limits the scalability of this model. In our proposed model, at
each time slot, the PU observes the cooperative credits of all
SUs and selects K of them with highest cooperative credits.
This considerably reduces the size of the search space form N
to K, where K � N . This results in less signaling compared
to other work since only the channel conditions of the K
selected secondary users need to be known by the primary.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, the system model for the proposed cognitive radio network
is presented. In section III, a brief overview on Stackelberg
game is presented. The proposed Stackelberg game model for
this scenario is described in section IV. Numerical results and
conclusions are provided in sections V and VI, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we propose a model for cooperative spectrum
leasing, where multiple SUs co-exist with a PU as depicted
in figure 1. The primary transmitter and receiver are denoted
by PT and PR, respectively. Similarly, STi and SRi represent
the transmitter and receiver associated with seconder user i. In

Fig. 1. System model:coexistence of a single primary source-destination

link and multiple secondary links. The blue circle encompasses the SUs with

acceptable credit history that are candidates for cooperative relaying.

each time slot of the game, the PU selects a group of K reliable
SUs among all N active SUs. This pool is presented by a blue
circle in figure 1. Then considering the quality of channels
between the primary, PT and the secondary transmitters, STi,
{i = 1, 2, ..., N}, the best SU is selected by the primary.
The selected secondary node is denoted by Sk through this
paper. The PUs willingly allocates a portion of time slot to
the selected secondary in exchange for relaying service. The
detailed of the proposed model is mentioned in section IV.
In the proposed model, each time slot T is divided into the
following three phases as depicted in figure 2:

• Phase I: only the PU transmits its data for (1 − α)T
seconds, (0 ≤ α ≤ 1);

• Phase II: the selected SU relays the PU’s data to PR
for αβT seconds, (0 ≤ β ≤ 1);

• Phase III: the selected SU transmit its own data for
α(1− β)T seconds.

Fig. 2. Time Frame Allocations
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Slow Rayleigh fading channels are assumed between the
nodes, where the channel gains are invariant over one time slot.
The complex-valued channel coefficient are defined as follows

• hP : channel coefficient between PT and PR

• hPSi : channel coefficient between PT and STi

• hSiP : channel coefficient between STi and PR

• hSi : channel coefficient between STi and SRi

The average channel coefficients are denoted by g with
the same subscripts. For instance, the average channel gain of
the primary link is E(|hP |2) = gP . As mentioned earlier, the
selected SU is denoted by Sk and its corresponding channel
gains are obtained by substituting subscript i by k. The perfect
channel state information about all channel gains is assumed
known by the primary transmitter [6], [11]. The single-sided
spectral density of independent Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) at the primary and SUs’ receivers is shown by N0.
The Decode-and-Forward (DF) relaying method is employed
at the selected SU in phase II, meaning that the secondary
forwards the fully decoded messages received from the PU.

The primary node transmits with a constant power PP . The
total available energy of the selected SU, Sk is Ekmax

.

Ek + Ekc ≤ Ekmax
(1)

where Ek, Ekc denote the energy of individual and cooperative
transmission for the selected SU, Sk, respectively. If Pkc

denotes the power of Sk to forward the received packet from
the primary to its corresponding destination PR, and Pk shows
the power of individual transmission, equation (1) can be re-
written as follows by considering the time portions allocated to
the cooperative packet forwarding and individual transmission
(figure 2)

α(1− β)Pk + αβPkc ≤ αPkmax
(2)

III. OVERVIEW ON STACKELBERG GAMES

One class of the game models is simultaneous versus se-
quential games [12]–[14]. In simultaneous games, the players
make their decisions independently while they can not observe
other players’ actions. It is worth noting that simultaneity does
not necessarily mean that the players choose their strategies at
the same time, but it means that each player makes a decision
when he still is not aware of the other players’ actions. The
sequential games refer to games, where players make decisions
following a predefined order, and at least some players can
observe the actions of the precedent players.

Stackelberg game is a class of non-cooperative sequential
games, in which one of the players has higher priority, called
leader. The lower priority users are called followers. In a
Stackelberg game, the leader declares a strategy first, then
the followers rationally react to the leader’s action, hence the
leader has the ability to enforce his strategy on the followers
[14]–[17]. The solution of the Stackelberg game is called
Stackelberg equilibrium solution. This solution is determined
through finding the optimal strategy of the leader, knowing

that the followers are rational and will maximize their utilities
given the leader’s actions.

A basic Stackelberg game can be defined as a two-player
extensive game, which assumes perfect information is available
to both players [12]. The leader user chooses an action from
a set A1. Then, the follower chooses an action from a set A2,
after being informed of the leader’s choice. The Stackelberg
equilibrium solution of this game is equivalent to solutions of
the following optimization problem,

max
(a1,a2)∈(A1×A2)

U1(a1, a2)

subject to a2 ∈ argmax
a
′
2∈A2

U2(a1, a
′
2),

where U1 and U2 denote the utility functions of leader and
follower, respectively.

It is worth noting that in Stackelberg game, the advantage
of being the first-mover for the leader always results in better
pay offs compared to the game with simultaneous moves,
called Cournot games. The intuitive reason is that the leader
knows that the follower is playing the best response in order
to get at least the simultaneous move payoff by choosing the
Cournot game strategy [12].

IV. PROPOSED GAME MODEL FOR SPECTRUM LEASING

TO RELIABLE SECONDARY USERS

In this section, the proposed Stackelberg game model for
spectrum leasing to reliable SUs is described. In this system,
the PU assign a portion of the time slot (Phase III) to the SU
for the sake of the cooperative packet forwarding performed
by the secondary in Phase II. The interaction between the
primary and the SUs is modeled by Stackelberg game noting
the hierarchical nature of the network. The PU as the owner of
spectrum is the game leader. In this model, the time allocation
is fully authorized by the primary and it has the right to
determine how to divide each time slot among the afore-
mentioned three activity phases of primary and secondary
users in order to maximize its own transmission rate. This
is performed through setting the value of parameters α and β.

The SUs are the followers in the game, where they observe
the action of the primary and become aware of the portion of
time is determined for cooperation as well as the secondary
transmission. The related work in the literature did not consider
the possibility of existence of malicious secondary nodes in the
system, which deviate from the game rules and forward the
PU’s packet with a lower power rather than that of supposed
to [6], [7], [9], [10]. A commonly used presumption is that
all SUs use the same power for cooperation and their own
transmissions. However, there is no guarantee to assure this
integrity, since the selfish users tend to preserve their limited
resources by not assigning enough power to the cooperative
service. The distinction of our proposed model is designing
a game model which enforces a reliable cooperative manner
to the potentially selfish SUs. In this model, we consider the
general and realistic assumption that the SUs can decide to set
the cooperative and individual power differently.
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The contribution of our proposed model is the definition
of cooperative credit for each SUs, which keeps the record of
its power assignment. The cooperative credit enables the PU
to observe the SUs performance over the time to identify the
selfish SUs. In this model, at each time slot, the primary selects
the most reliable SUs with largest cooperative credits to incor-
porate in spectrum sharing. Hence, in the proposed reputation-
based scheme, the SUs try to maintain a good reputation to
have a chance of being selected by the PU in the following
interactions. The designed reputation-based spectrum sharing
model performs in a distributed manner, where no central
controller is required to supervise the algorithm. However,
most alternative incentive-based approaches, such as pricing-
based schemes, need a central controller to direct the users’
interactions in trading the virtual currency [18]–[20].

At the first stage of the game, the PU sets its strategies
to maximize its transmission rate. The strategy of the primary
includes the time allocation parameters: α and β, and also
contains selecting one SU for cooperation. The primary first
chooses the best K secondary users among the N active
SUs based on the users aggregated cooperative credits until
this time slot. We call this search space S(n) defined as
S(n) = argmax

s∈SK

(
∑

i∈s C
n
i ), where SK is the collection of

subsets of users with cardinality K, and Cn
i is the credit of

secondary user i at time n, as defined in equation (7). Then
from this candidates’ pool, it selects one SU (denoted by Sk)
based on the channels condition. Hence, the strategy space of
the primary is defined by (α, β, k).

In this framework, the goal of the primary is to maximize
its benefit from cooperative relaying, therefore the utility of the
PU is determined as the achievable transmission rate through
cooperation. At each time slot, first the primary selects its best
strategies to maximize its utility as specified in (3)

max
α,β,k

UP (α, β, k) = max
α,β,k

Rcop (3)

s.t 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, k ∈ S(n)
The cooperation rate of the PU, Rcop in case of deploying DF
relaying at the selected secondary Sk is calculated as [21],
[22]:

Rcop = min
[
(1− α)RPSk

, αβRSkP

]
(4)

where (1−α)RPSk
, and αβRSkP are the achievable rates form

the PU’s transmitter to the selected secondary during Phase I
and from the selected secondary to the PU’s receiver during
Phase II, respectively. These rates are calculated as follows:

RPSk
= log2

(
1 +

|hPSk
|2PP

N0

)
(5)

RSkP = log2
(
1 +

|hSkP |2Pkc

N0

)
(6)

At the second stage, the selected SU, Sk observes the
PU’s strategies and reacts to that by setting the power for
cooperative relaying and its own transmission. The SU aims to
maximize its transmission rate RSk

, while maintaining a good
cooperative reputation.

The cooperative credit of the SUs reflects the accumulated
information about their cooperative strategies during the pre-
vious time slots. The credit of the secondary i at time slot
n is denoted with Cn

i and is defined on a symmetric interval
[−C,C], with negative values representing lack of cooperation,
and positive values representing reliable performance in packet
forwarding. The cooperative credit is updated based on the
recursion rule during each time slot:

Cn
i = Cn−1

i +ΔCn
i , n ≥ 0. (7)

assuming the initial credit of C0
i for user i.

The change in cooperative credit at time slot n is based
on the difference between the power assigned by the kth

secondary to cooperation at time n, Pn
kc

and the power assigned
for its own transmission at time n, Pn

k . For the sake of
simplicity in notations, we drop the superscript n and use the
notation Pkc

and Pk, when the time index n is clear from the
context. The change in credit during the round n of the game
(time slot n) is

ΔCn
i = Cs(Pkc − Pk − Pt);n ≥ 0, (8)

where Cs (Cs > 0) is the quantization constant step and Pt is
threshold power defined as a tuning parameter. When the SU
assigns a big enough power for cooperation, its cooperative
credit will be increased, while it will be reduced upon selfish
behavior of not allocating enough power to packet forwarding.

In one hand, the secondary user i tends to increase its
own transmission power, Pi to obtain a higher transmission
rate and on the other hand, it needs to devote more power to
cooperation, Pic to sustain a good reputation and be selected
for next rounds of the game. Therefore, considering the fixed
available energy to the secondary i, Eic + Ei ≤ Eimax

, it
exhausts the total available energy, meaning that

Eic + Ei = Eimax
, (9)

or equivalently

α(1− β)Pi + αβPic = αPimax
(10)

Hence, the power allocation of secondary user i can be fully
determined by either the individual transmission power Pi or
the cooperation power Pic .

The utility of the secondary user i is presented in equation
(11). This utility is designed in such a way to encounter the
SUs’ desire to maximize their transmission rate while also
accounting for energy efficiency.

USi
(Pic , Pi) =α(1− β) log2

(
1 +

|hSi
|2Pi

N0

)

− η1α(1− β)Pi − η2αβPic (11)

where η1 and η2 are predefined normalizing coefficients for
energy to make it comparable with transmission rate.

The summary of the proposed game model is provided in
algorithm 1.

Although a one-shot Stackelberg game is used, the def-
inition of the accumulative cooperative credits for the SUs
provides the primary with the possibility of observing the
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Stackelberg game procedure for spec-
trum sharing with cooperative reliable SUs

1) n = 0, set initial cooperative credits Ci
0 for SUs,

∀i ∈ N
2) n = 1
3) Do (for time slot n )
4) PU sets it strategies to optimize its transmission

rate by

• selecting the K reliable SUs with highest
cooperative credits

• selecting the secondary user Sk among the K
reliable ones based on the channel condition

• setting the values for α and β to maximize
its utility UP (α, β, k) (equation (3))

5) SU sets Pk and Pkc to optimize (11)
6) update the cooperative credit ΔCn

k = Cs(Pkc
−

Pk − Pt)
7) PU updates the cooperative credit Cn

k = Cn−1
k +

ΔCn
k

8) n=n+1
9) goto step 2

past strategies of the SUs and keeping that into account
in selecting the reliable SUs. In repeated games, a stage
game is played repeatedly, where the players’ strategies are
contingent on the previous actions. The repeated game can
encourage cooperation and prevent the players misbehavior,
which required to monitor the game complete strategy profile
over the course of time [23]–[25]. Repeated games are utilized
to model the spectrum access in cognitive radio networks [11],
[26]. In our proposed one-shot game, we are still able to
encourage the SUs to cooperate while we only need to keep
their cooperative credits rather than the entire action history.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed reputation-
based game model in comparison with the classical Stackelberg
game is presented. The following parameters are assumed
in the simulation: N = 20,K = 4, η1 = 0.5, η2 = 0.2.
penalizing coefficient for energy consumption by the secondary
user for its individual transmission is higher than that of
the cooperation phase, η2 < η1 to encourage the secondary
users to cooperate more frequently. All the channels are Block
Rayleigh Fading channels with gij = 1, i, j ∈ {P, Si}, where
the channel gain is constant during one time slot, while
independent over consecutive time slots. The channel SNRs
for all links are arbitrarily set to 0 dB.

In the simulations, we consider a case where part of the
secondary users are unreliable such that they do not follow
the game rule in performing a fair energy allocation when
granted channel access. Therefore, we divide the secondary
users into two groups: reliable Ψ = {1, 2, . . . , �ρN�} and
unreliable/malicious Ψc = {�ρN� + 1, . . . , N}, where ρ is
the ratio of reliable users and �x� is the largest integer not
less than x. The reliable users (Sk, k ∈ Ψ) follow the game
rule in allocating energy between cooperation and individual
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Fig. 3. Time Evolution of Average Ratio of Trusted User Selection.

transmission, while the unreliable users (Sk, k ∈ Ψc) present
a malicious behavior with a predefined probability and assign
maximum power to their own transmissions. The probability
of violation is set to pv = 60%, meaning that the unreliable
users misbehave 60% of time if chosen by the primary user.

In order to emphasize on the crucial impact of the proposed
credit based solution, we compare the proposed solution with
the standard Stackelberg solution, without considering credit-
history of users. As detailed in section IV, in the proposed
method, the search subspace S(n) in time slot n is defined
based on the accumulated credit of users to include the most
K credible users in the optimization; while in the standard
Stackelberg game they are chosen randomly.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the ratio of the reliable users obtained
from two methods, the proposed reputation-based model (red
curves) and the classical model without credit (blue curves).
In this figure, the average ratio of trusted users at time slot n
means the ratio of number of trusted users remain in search
space until the current time slot (i.e.

∑n
i=1

∑
k∈Ψ 1(k∈S(n)
nK ). It

is noticeable that over first few time slots this ratio fluctuates
between 0 and 1. After a few time slots, this ratio approaches
to the ratio of trusted users (i.e. ) for classical Stackelberg
game as expected, since the random selection of K users shows
the same statistical behavior as the all N user pool. However,
the proposed credit based game, identifies the untrusted users
and hence gradually filters them out from the search space.
This is more interesting, when the untrusted users do not
behave deterministically and violate the game rule with some
probability. Therefore, the ratio of trusted users in the search
space approach one as time evolves.

The advantage of the proposed solution from the primary
perspective is demonstrated in Fig. 4. This figure, compares the
utility of primary user for the proposed credit based solution
with the classical Stackelberg game. We see that the average
utility of the primary user for the proposed game is consid-
erably higher than the classical solution. As reasoned above,
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this is due to excluding the unreliable users from the system,
since these users violate the game rule and avoid cooperative
relaying that results in reducing the average primary user’s
utility. Our proposed game model encourages the secondary
users to follow the game rule, since otherwise they will not be
selected as the reliable nodes in the subsequent time slots to
obtain bandwidth access.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A reputation-based Stackelberg game model for spectrum
leasing to cooperative SUs is presented in this paper. In
this model a single primary and multiple SUs coexist in the
network. A cooperative credit is defined for each secondary
based on the power it assigns to relay the PU’s packet. At
each time slot, the primary assigns a portion of time to only
one SU considering the cooperative credit and the channel
quality. This mechanism encourages the SUs to maintain a
good reputation to obtain the chance of spectrum access.
The proposed framework enables the primary to recognize
malicious SUs and only interact with the reliable nodes among
all active SUs. As shown in numerical results, the proposed
model successfully recognize the unreliable users and will not
consider them for cooperative spectrum sharing in future time
slots.
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